Provide feeder to (E) pull box for routing of feeder to XFR-EM2 panel-EM2 feeder riser conduit.

Provide control wiring and conduit to penthouse ATS. Connect to (E) generator controls.

Provide separation between emergency and normal feeders DISC-EM2.

Route primary conduit under slab. Core drill as required.

Route secondary EMT conduit overhead as required.

Mount disconnect on Unistrut frame.

Empty J-box and conduit. Extend 1" conduit to penthouse and provide control wiring per single-line diagram.

Route control conduit next to existing conduit risers. Provide water and fire proofing at penetration.

Connect (E) spare wiring to this (E) generator remote annunciator. Program as required to allow penthouse ATS "ATS in emergency" status to display.

Add labels to display panel.